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This practical Oracle Press guide Oracle Database Cloud Cookbook with Oracle Enterprise
Manager 13c Cloud Control teaches cutting-edge techniques for building, configuring, and
managing a secure private database cloud with Oracle Enterprise Manager 13c. This hands-on
volume lays out ready-to-deploy roadmaps for the design and maintenance of high-performance
private database clouds using Oracle Enterprise Manager 13c. Learn best practices for a wide
variety of different approaches--Database as a Service, Snap Clone as a Service, Schema as a
Service, and Pluggable Database as a Service along with setting up chargeback for all of
these. The book also explains how to use the RESTful API for performing DBaaS, SCHaaS and
PDBaaS, and gives step by step instructions to set up the Oracle Database Hybrid Cloud using
the Enterprise Manager Hybrid Gateway to connect to the Oracle Public Database Cloud.Oracle
Database Cloud Cookbook with Oracle Enterprise Manager 13c Cloud Control thoroughly
explains how to architect, configure, and manage every component in a private/hybrid database
cloud lifecycle. You will get an insider's solutions for securing your cloud-based infrastructure,
generating reliable RMAN backups, and protecting your mission-critical enterprise information
using Oracle Data Guard. This comprehensive volume from Oracle Press features detailed, step-
by-step instructions with multiple screen shots and diagrams that illustrate each technique along
the way.Real-world examples and case studies illustrate applications in various industriesOffers
essential skills for cloud administrators and DBAsAuthor is an Oracle Certified Master, previous
Oracle ACE director, and experienced computing writerTable of Contents: Ch. 1: Consolidation
Planning for the CloudCh. 2: Database as a ServiceCh. 3: Schema as a ServiceCh. 4: Pluggable
Database as a ServiceCh. 5: Hybrid Database CloudCh. 6: Using the RESTful APICh. 7:
Managing Database BackupsCh. 8: Managing Standby Databases

"Very informative and comprehensive. Also includes a very comprehensive coverage of using
the RESTful API" - Richard Ridge (Technical Reviewer), Sydney, Australia.Book reviewed by
popular Oracle ACE Director Gokhan Atil, please see gokhanatil.com/2016/08/book-review-
oracle-database-cloud-cookbook-with-oracle-enterprise-manager-cloud-control-13c.html for the
detailed review. From the AuthorI would like to thank the support of my readers. The book is my
personal writing and does not represent the views of Oracle corporation. The main thrust of the
book is the private cloud and the hybrid cloud using Enterprise Manager 13c, which is the
practical thing to write on since most companies using Oracle are currently in that state - they
have a lot of Oracle databases in house, they may be using Enterprise Manager, and they are
starting to use the cloud databases. So this book is quite practical. It doesn't say put everything
on the cloud, or the recently announced in-house cloud machine. It concentrates on the use of
good old Enterprise Manager, your current on-premise database infrastructure, and interaction



with the public database cloud via the hybrid gateway mechanism of Enterprise Manager - which
is the stage that most companies are currently at. About the AuthorPorus Homi Havewala is a
Double Oracle Certified Master (OCM) in 10g and 11g, and an Oracle Employee ACE. He was
awarded the prestigious "Oracle ACE Director" title by Oracle USA in 2008. He works as
the Strategic Program Advisor at Oracle Corporation Singapore, and is a regional SME on
Oracle Enterprise Manager technology, specifically concentrating on private/hybrid Database
cloud capabilities on Oracle systems.Porus has worked prominently for a number of years at the
largest telecommunications company Telstra in Australia, where he personally set up and
managed the first production Enterprise Manager Grid Control 10g project in the world in the
early 2000s, controlling thousands of Data Center targets with multiple Administrator teams
around Australia. He has 26+ years of experience in the IT industry, and 18+ years of experience
with Oracle Technology, including as an Oracle Developer and Oracle Senior DBA.He is the
creator and manager of the Enterprise Manager blog with Oracle Press Credentials, and the
"Oracle Senior DBA" group on LinkedIn.com with 56,000+ members. Porus is the author of
thirteen published technical articles and three white papers on Enterprise Manager in the Oracle
Technical Network (OTN), and has authored two other Enterprise Manager Books on previous
versions. He started his technical writing with a book on Microsoft Foxpro as early as
1994.Dedication: I dedicate my pen and all its output to my beloved parents in heaven, they are
the ones that have taught me the good values in life.Disclaimer: My writings in blog entries,
articles or books express my views and opinions in my personal capacity and not that of Oracle
Corporation.Read more
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Rita, “WOW!. WOW! This book is an illustrated encyclopedia all about Chinese New Year!
Exciting and informative, with photos, colorful art, and boxed text, this book is not only
impressive and fun at first glance, it's also really authoritative and assertive and ACCURATE on
the subject!I usually prefer kids' books that teach via fiction and fun stories, but when I was a kid,
a few of my favorite books *were* illustrated encyclopedias. This would have been a fave right up
there with them.Is this book really out of print? I'm getting it. (What I'm looking at now is from the
library.)”

JDubs, “Four Stars. Excellent service. Book was in an excellent condition. Would certainly use
again. Thank you”

The book by Sarah Moyse has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 2 people have provided feedback.
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